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GSO FISHING
Premium Fishing Jigs

All of our jigs are hand poured, trimmed, and packaged. We spend countless hours designing
each jig until we get it just right. We use only the best materials ensuring they hold up to all
fishing conditions. They are guide approved and backed by decades of fishing experience
and 20+ years of working in the fishing industry.

We’ve worked hard to make sure they have earned their title as Premium Fishing Jigs.
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GSO FISHING PREMIUM JIGS
Gunnison, CO

Gunnison Sports Outfitters, LLC was established in 2006
with the goal to provide clients with a first class fishing
experience. Along the way, our family of guides have
developed unique lures and fishing techniques that have
taken our clients’ fishing adventures to higher levels.
GSO Premium Jigs was born in 2019 as a way to help pass
along our unique lures to all fishermen in hopes that they,
too, will have a more enjoyable and successful fishing
experience.
Each lure and jig is backed by 20+ years of experience in
the fishing industry as well as guide tested and approved.
Our jigs are handcrafted with the highest quality products
right here in Gunnison, CO USA.

www.gsofishing.com
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GSO Fishing Premium Jigs

We spend countless hours designing each jig until we get it just right.
We use only the best materials to ensure that they hold up to all fishing conditions.

GSO PREMIUM TUBE JIG – SHORT SHANK 60°
Product Description:

Sizes: 1/8 oz. 3/16 oz. 1/4 oz. 3/8 oz.
This head is designed as a casting head.
The 60° line tie and tear drop head design
keeps good bottom contact throughout
the retrieve.
We wanted a jig head we could use with
2, 2 1/2, and 3 inch tube jigs in appropriate
weights for almost any application and
a good, stout hook that could hold up to
anything we want to catch.

This head uses a 2/0 Gamakatsu jig hook.
This is a round bend, medium wire hook.
Our guides have tested this hook and
have caught everything from 40 inch lake
trout, Largemouth bass, and pike, down
to river Brown trout and stocker Rainbows
with fantastic results!

GSO PREMIUM TUBE JIG - STANDARD 60°
Product Description:

Sizes: 1/8 oz. 3/16 oz. 1/4 oz. 3/8 oz.
This head is designed as a casting head.
The 60° line tie and teardrop head design
keeps good bottom contact throughout
the retrieve.
We wanted a jig head we could use with
3, 3 1/2, and 4-inch tube jigs in appropriate
weights for almost any application and a
good, easy penetrating hook that could
hold up to anything we want to catch.
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We chose a 3/0 Trokar light wire jig hook.
This is a round bend, Light wire hook. The
Trokar design is a three-sided, machined
point that is surgically sharpened,
creating a hook that requires less
pressure to penetrate when setting the
hook on a fish.
This is a great choice when you want a
lighter wire hook when using standard
size tubes.
www.gsofishing.com

GSO Fishing Premium Jigs

Our jigs are guide approved and backed by decades of fishing experience
and 20+ years of working in the fishing industry.

Product Description:

Sizes: 1/8 oz. 1/4 oz. 3/8 oz.
This is our go-to head for vertical jigging
standard size tube jigs, (2.5”-4”)
The traditional cylinder shape head design
along with a 90° line tie, help hold
the tube jig horizontal in the water column.
We chose a size 3/0 Premium Gamakatsu
medium wire jig hook with the Pro-V style
bend to stand up to the toughest fish.

The Pro-V bend has a lot less flex
compared to a traditional round bend
hook, making it ideal for holding hard
fighting, jumping, and pulling fish.

GSO PREMIUM TUBE JIG - HEAVY WIRE
Product Description:

Sizes: 1/4 oz. 3/8 oz. 1/2 oz. 3/4 oz.
This is our go-to head for vertically
presenting large tubes (4”-6”) for medium
to large game fish.
The traditional cylinder shape head
design, along with a 90° line tie, helps hold
the tube jig horizontal in the water column.
We chose a size 5/0 Trokar Pro-V bend,
triangle point, heavy wire jig hook.
The Trokar design is a three-sided,
www.gsofishing.com

machined point that is surgically
sharpened, creating a hook that requires
less pressure to penetrate when setting the
hook on a fish.
The Pro-V bend has a lot less flex
compared to a traditional round bend
hook, making it ideal for holding hard
fighting, jumping, and pulling fish.
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XL FOOTBALL HEAD

FOOTBALL HEAD

This is our most versatile head.
It can be used for a multitude of
presentations and baits, from grubs
to Gulp to swimbaits. The football
head design makes it more resistant
to hanging up in rocky structures and
also gives the lure a unique walking
motion.
We use the Trokar Pro-V light wire
hook which is the best jig hook on the
market. The Trokar point penetrates
with up to 50% less force and the
pro-v bend is much stiffer than a
traditional round bend.

Product Description:
Colors: White, Brown, Green Pumpkin,
Black

The 1/2oz football head, is a staple
in every big fish hunter’s tackle box.
From bass to Lake trout to trophy
Brown trout, this head can be used
for a multitude of presentations and
baits, from grubs to Gulp, swimbaits
and custom bass jigs. The football
head design makes it more resistant
to hanging up in rocky structure and
also gives the lure a unique walking
motion.
Built on a Trokar 4/0 round bend
heavy wire hook, the Trokar point
penetrates with up to 50% less force,
making deep water hook-ups more
successful.
We’ve left the weed guard hole
open and with the molded in collar,
it can easily be built into your go-to
bass jig. Just add a skirt of choice
and glue in a weedguard.
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Product Description: (3pk)

Sizes: 1/8 oz. 1/4 oz.

Colors:

Chartreuse

Green Pumpkin

White

Black

Brown

Orange
www.gsofishing.com
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TRG FIN CANDY

Colors: Black & Green, Fire Tiger,
Monkey Snot, White Flash, Olive Flash,
Pink Flash

Designed to be the ultimate live
action bait, our TRG Fin Candy’s
plump body design secures firmly to
your jig head and it’s extra long tail
flutters as it moves through the water.
No matter if you are vertical jigging,
casting and retrieving or dead
sticking the TRG Fin Candy’s natural
bait fish look and movements entice
even the pickiest of fish to strike.

Black &
Green

Fire Tiger

Monkey Snot

White Flash

Olive Flash

Pink Flash

www.gsofishing.com

NEW!! PILL HEADS

Product Description: (3pk)

Sizes: 1/16 oz. 1/8 oz. 3/16 oz.
Colors: Black, White Flash, Olive FLash, Green Flash,
Orange Flash

(Not Pictured: Glow Series - Pink, Chartreuse, White,
& Orange)

Our New Pill Head jigs feature Trokar Pro-V
bend hooks, durable powder paint, and
a sturdy bait keeper. They are the perfect
easy-to-use jig head for pan fishing, ice
fishing, casting & retrieving, and many
other styles of fishing.
This mini-pill head has been perfectly color
matched with our Fin Candy but can be
used with an unlimited amount of bait
choices. From our Fin Candy and TG Grubs
to twister tails, tubes, mealworms, and cut
bait.
The Pro-V bend has a lot less flex
compared to a traditional round bend
hook, making it ideal for holding hard
fighting and pulling fish.

TRG GRUBS

Colors: Glow Pink, Glow Chart., Glow
White, Black w/ Chart. Flake, Pearl
White, Glow Orange

Our TG Grubs were designed to
withstand bites from fish but still
have the flexibility to move naturally
through the water. The natural action
has proved irresistible to fish and the
durability means you can use the
same grub for multiple catches.

Glow Pink

Glow Chart.

Glow White

Black w/
Chart. Flake

Pearl White

Glow Orange
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FOOTBALL HEAD FINESSE JIG

A GSO signature lure. Built from the ground up as a Trophy Fish
bait. Each one is designed to perfectly match the hatch. We use
silicone skirts to make up the body, giving the lure the best color
combos and movement in the water. The heads are painted with
high quality, chip resistant powder paint.

*These lures are designed to be used with a 2”-3” soft plastic
trailer. There are many other options on the market that will work
well with this ultimate jig package, but we highly recommend our
TRG MudBugs.

Our MudBugs have been perfectly color matched to our Football
The Football head is used for jigs that are typically fished along
Head Finesse jigs and we use durable plastics so you can get the
the bottom. It is the perfect head design for navigating rocky
most out the product..
structures and minimizing hang ups. A wire bait keeper is tied onto
the hook shank to secure a trailer.
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Bruised

Magic Craw

Camo Craw

Spring Craw

Lucky

Fire Tiger
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Coal Black

www.gsofishing.com
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SWIM FINESSE JIG

A GSO signature lure and the ultimate multi-use jig!
Whether you are just starting out fishing with jigs or you’re a pro,
our Swim Finesse jigs are for you. With features like premium pro-v
light wire hooks for easier hook sets, silicone skirts that mimic
natural prey fish in the water, durable powder-painted heads,
realistic eyes, and several match-the-hatch patterns.

Pike, Walleye, and many other species of fish can all be caught
using this one style of lure.
Bassmaster style hook sets are no longer needed with the light
wire, Pro-V bend hooks. A simple pressure hook set is all you need
and is much easier on your back after a long day of high-action
fishing.

It doesn’t matter if you’re practicing your cast and straight retrieve So no matter where you fish, how you fish, your skill level, or what
from the shoreline or trying out different jigging patterns from
you are fishing for, the multi-use Swim Finesse jig is a must-have
a watercraft, the swim jig’s natural movements mimic baitfish
in every angler’s tackle box.
perfectly. Brown Trout, Smallmouth Bass, Trophy Perch, Northern

Perch

Rainbow Trout

NEW!

Mountain Sucker
www.gsofishing.com

Lavender Shad

Kokanee Fry

She Devil

NEW!

Sun Gill
GSO Fishing Premium Jigs - 2022
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TRG MUD BUGS

Product Description: (6pk)

HD FOOTBALL HEAD FINESSE JIGS

The HD Finesse is the ultimate predator Finesse jig for fishing
heavy cover such as weed beds, brush piles, and log jams.
They feature beefier Gamakatsu hooks, a medium stiffness
weedguard, and are hand tied. The Gamakatsu hooks and
weed guard are perfect for pulling fighting fish out of heavy
cover and the heavy fiber tie ensures that toothy predators
won’t untie your jig as you reel them in.

Colors: Spring Craw, Magic Craw,
Camo Craw, Bruised, Lucky,
Fire Tiger
The TRG MudBugs are designed
to be the perfect match for our
Football Head Finesse Jigs (pg 8).
The perfect trailer to match any
crawfish, anywhere. Unique colors,
realistic profile, and a subtle, lifelike
action make this your go-to craw
bait. They also work great as a
stand-alone lure. Use them on a
GSO Football Head or your favorite
Ned Rig head, creating a killer
Finesse lure for trout, bass, crappie,
and much more.

Lucky
10

Fire Tiger
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Midnight

Purple Magic

Blaze Craw

Fire Craw
www.gsofishing.com
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Flash Series

Nebula, Midnight, Lava

AGITATOR

Patriot Series

Product Description:
(Not Pictured: Flash Series - Nova (Black w/Sparkle)

Glow Red, Glow White, Glow Blue

Sizes: 3/4 oz. 1 oz. 1-1/2 oz.

Our Agitators are handcrafted to be the
most efficient deepwater jigs available. The
slender, smooth body design reduces drag
which allows it to go straight down and get
deep fast. The paint we use GLOWS brightly
and glows the same color you see in the
light. (Orange glows orange, pink glows pink,
etc.) To accent the glow paint, we’ve added
large 3D holographic eyes for extra flash.
Once the bite happens, the Trokar #5 round
bend treble will penetrate easily and hold
that fish all the way to the net. To ensure
that no parts fail, each hook is attached
using high quality split rings, which are
proven to keep their form under heavy use
and hard fighting fish.
www.gsofishing.com

Flo Glow Series

Glow Chart., Glow Orange, Glow Pink
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NEW!! MEGA TUBE JIG HEADS

CONTACT US

Gunnison Sports Outfitters DBA
GSO FISHING
1567 Thorton Way
Gunnison, CO 81230

Product Description:

Sizes: 1.5 oz., 2 oz., 2.5 oz., 3 oz.

The Mega Tube is built for the biggest
predators in the water. Many presentations
can be made with this head, including
jigging large Tora type tubes up to 8” long.
This head uses an 8/0 Saltwater approved
Premium Gamakatsu heavy wire hook. The
slightly down turned
point penetrates easily
and will not flex or
straighten out while
fighting the largest fish
that swim.
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T: (719) 850-9789
W: www.gsofishing.com

E: gunnisonsportsoutfitters@gmail.com
Facebook: @gsofishing

Instagram: @gsofishing
Pinterest: @gsofishing

Use This Code To
Visit Our Website

www.gsofishing.com

GSO
FISHING
Premium Fishing Jigs
www.gsofishing.com/ P: (719) -850-9789
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